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Brewology.com Тип Название Загрузки PSPPSP MAME4ALL v4.9r2 Нанимает 16 ноября, 2007 367965 PSPPSP MAME4ALL v4.9r1 Нанимает 5 ноября 2007 48315 PSPPSP MAME4ALL v4.9r1 Нанимает 5 ноября 2007 5388 PSPEasy Emu NStaller v0.1.1b Авг 8, 2006 74192 PSPMAME для 2.xx Июнь 23, 2006 19655 PSPMAME4ALL v0.0.3 для PSP 1.5 Июнь 23, 2006 12079 PSPMAME4ALL
v0.0.3 для PSP 2.xx Июнь 23, 2006 8288 PSPMAME4AllPSP v0.0.2 Июнь 3, 2006 7849 PSPMAME4ALL PSP 31 мая 2006 23004 PSPMAMEPSP v0.01 бета 15 мая 2006 6309 PSPMAME4ALL 10 мая 2006 8289 PSPPSPMAME v0.4 MAME Эмулятор 23 марта 2005 49103 Скачать MAME 037b11 Игры Эмулятор для PSP-по TTYman Multiple Аркада машина Эмулятор для PSP. Fixed from 4.9r1 -
Usermode builds now works. - Added Dipswitches settings. - Some 80 major accelerations. - Vector games such as Asteroids now run at 480×272 pixels. - Pre-memory control to clean things up in a particular romset (due to original MAME bugs) before new emulation begins. - In case of memory fragmentation errors, the emulator now goes without locking. - Best sound support in some games like
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, etc. - Graphics themes are off in 1.50 core mode to get more memory available, using a simple blue gradient instead. - Graphic mode is saved with settings. Fixed from 4.7r3 (as well as 4.8r1 unreleased) - Crash when sampling is used. - Unified builds, thanks to the new core No80, Mame 0.53 on the basis, compatible with system16, neogeo and classic discs. - Implemented
PSP-2000 (thin) specific support, so double memory is available for download rum, thanks to the code keiich-san. Fixed from 4.7r2: - Sounds are now almost arcade perfect, with minor gliches in some emulation sound chips; - Gold (CPS1, System16 and Neogeo) specific emulations are now autonomous, as do the various z80 CPU implementations; - Improved performance with sounds, oldies with 0 frame
skip and vsync on, others with auto-1 and auto-2; Fixed from 4.7: - 133 MHz in the menu and while suspended, to save battery; - VSync really works now; - The build and Makefile configuration has been fixed, so the sounds in the various games are now back; - Correct fixed, div2, sw scaled and sw stretched resolutions, with auto-centric features: - Based on the latest MAME GP2X release v4.9; - 480×272
full PSP hires support, currently playing with qgt;320 orizz. and 240 verts. Fully playable pixels (Loderun, Galaga, etc.) Support for acceleration locks, from 133 to 333 MHz; - Fixed, fixed divided into 2, software scaled and full screen software stretched resolutions (all maximum 480×272); - Frameskip as a VERSION of GP2X (fixed 0-5, automatic 1-5); - Vsync turn on/off; - Save configuration support, by
default and per game; - 22 KHz Voices of preordained sounds, 33 KHz and 44KHz frequencies with 4, 8 and 16 voice combinations added; Pre-analog support; Automatic fix for all permissions - Optimized compiled code from the GP2X version, but for PSP cpu (the fastest graphics core!); - Striped and packaged, only 1.5MB; - Original graphics theme Gold edition (user mode version only); - Music on the
menu (filename music.psp in the data folder), in these supported formats: . Mod. S3M, .IT, . XM and. OGG; - Added, as a bonus, the 1st classified OldSkool at the Assembly 2007 Music Competition (Commodore 64 basis), in . OGG format; - Graphic theme 480×272 BMP skins support like pspmenu480.bmp and pspsplash480.bmp in the skins folder (user mode version only); - Dipswitches options; Specific
controls: - SELECT button: Insert credits. - START button: Play. - HOME button: After a pause, leave the game and return to the menu. - LDR buttons: Activate/deactivate the screen fixed/fixed div2/scale/stretch. - The LDR buttons are pressed for one second: Pause. - HOME buttons at the same time: Reset emulation. SOURCE::...... TTYman ....... Tags: Author Theme: PSP and MAME (Read 2565 times)
0 members and 1 Guest view this topic. Send this theme Printed page: 1 Login to follow this Daniel Alden Updated September 22, 2017 PSP custom firmware (version 3.60 or later)Memory Stick Pro DuoPSP USB cableWindwindows PC Sony PlayStation Portable (PSP) Slim is an extremely capable device with various features. Using custom firmware, it can perform additional tasks, including the ability to
install multiple arcade emulator (MAME) software machines. Originally designed for personal computers, MAME made it the way to Sony portable and can be downloaded online. Although MAME is not licensed, it is a free app created by users for users to expand the gamer's unique experience. Download MAME4ALL v4.9r2 Hires to your Windows Computer from TTYMan's personal website. TTYMan is
the creator of the software. Unpack the file. Connect PSP Slim to your computer via a USB PSP cable. Go to PSP on your computer found in My Computer. Open the PSP folder, then click on the GAME150 folder. Copy the non-selection MAME4ALL v4.9r2 Rental file into the GAME150 folder. Turn off the PSP. Go to the PSP menu and go to the Game. Click X. Find MAME and click X. MAME will install
and be ready to use. Installing custom firmware is voided by the PSP warranty and can cause it to be bricked (make the device unresponsive). Errors can cause the system to malfunction permanently. Don't disconnect from your PCP until it's finished copying all the files. Hey guys. I also have a MAME on the PC and thought why not put some of my rums on my PSP. I found many versions on the net, but
most don't even show the drives while im in the right folder.i have no idea Wich is the correct version for 6.60 ME. Does anyone get it working? and if so, the Wich version? I would use Mame to play some shmup Wich games not available on PSP while they have Size. Best wishes. Regard. Regard. mame emulator for psp. mame roms for psp. mame emulator for psp 1000. mame emulator for psp go. mame
2003 for psp. mame emulator for psp 3000. mame roms pack for psp. mame emulator for psp 6.60 free download
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